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Abstract
We present the Maple package TDDS (Thomas Decomposition of Differential Systems). Given
a polynomially nonlinear differential system, which in addition to equations may contain inequa-
tions, this package computes a decomposition of it into a finite set of differentially triangular and
algebraically simple subsystems whose subsets of equations are involutive. Usually the decom-
posed system is substantially easier to investigate and solve both analytically and numerically.
The distinctive property of a Thomas decomposition is disjointness of the solution sets of the out-
put subsystems. Thereby, a solution of a well-posed initial problem belongs to one and only one
output subsystem. The Thomas decomposition is fully algorithmic. It allows to perform impor-
tant elements of algebraic analysis of an input differential system such as: verifying consistency,
i.e., the existence of solutions; detecting the arbitrariness in the general analytic solution; given
an additional equation, checking whether this equation is satisfied by all common solutions of
the input system; eliminating a part of dependent variables from the system if such elimination
is possible; revealing hidden constraints on dependent variables, etc. Examples illustrating the
use of the package are given.
Keywords: differential system, Thomas decomposition, simple system, completion to
involution, differential elimination, consistency
PROGRAM SUMMARY
Program Title: TDDS
Licensing provisions: GNU LPGL license
Programming language: MAPLE 11 to MAPLE 2017, available independently in MAPLE 2018
Nature of problem(approx. 50-250 words):
Systems of polynomially nonlinear partial differential equations are not given in a formally integrable form
in general. In order to determine analytic solutions in terms of power series, symbolic manipulations are
necessary to find a complete set of conditions for the unknown Taylor coefficients. A particular case of that
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problem is deciding consistency of a system of PDEs. Nonlinear PDEs require splitting into different cases
in general. Deciding whether another PDE is a consequence of a given system depends on similar symbolic
manipulations. Computing all consequences of a given system which involve only a subset of the unknown
functions or a certain subset of their derivatives are instances of differential elimination problems, which
arise, e.g., in detection of hidden constraints in singular dynamical systems and field theoretical models.
Solution method(approx. 50-250 words):
The solution method consists, in principle, of pseudo-division of differential polynomials, as in Euclid’s
algorithm, with case distinctions according to vanishing or non-vanishing leading coefficients and discrimi-
nants, combined with completion to involution for partial differential equations. Since an enormous growth
of expressions can be expected in general, efficient versions of these techniques need to be used, e.g., subre-
sultants, Janet division, and need to be applied in an appropriate order. Factorization of polynomials, while
not strictly necessary for the method, should be utilized to reduce the size of expressions whenever possible.
1. Introduction
The Maple package TDDS (Thomas Decomposition of Differential Systems) is applicable to
a set of finite-order partial differential equations (PDEs) of the form (cf. Section 3)
pi
x1, . . . , xn; u1, . . . , um, . . . , ∂
j1+···+ jnuk
∂x
j1
1
· · ·∂x
jn
n
, . . .
 = 0 , i = 1, . . . , s , (1)
where k = 1, . . . ,m, uk = uk(x1, . . . , xn). It is assumed that the left hand sides pi in (1) are poly-
nomials in their arguments. The package also allows enlargement of (1) with a set of inequations
{q1 , 0, . . . , qt , 0} where qk (k = 1, . . . , t) are also polynomials in the independent variables
x1, . . . , xn, dependent variables u1, . . . , um and their partial derivatives.
A constructive algebraic approach to study systems of the form (1) goes back to the following
classical theorem proved by Kovalevskaya [1] (cf. [2]).
Theorem 1 (Cauchy-Kovalevskaya theorem). Let the left hand sides in system (1) read
pi =
∂niui
∂x
ni
1
− Fi
x1, . . . , xn; u1, . . . , um, . . . , ∂
j1+···+ jnuk
∂x
j1
1
· · · ∂x
jn
n
, . . .
 , i = 1, . . . ,m = s. (2)
where j1+ · · ·+ jn ≤ ni , j1 < ni and all the functions Fi (not necessarily polynomial) are analytic
in a neighborhood of the point
xi = x
0
i , uk = u
0
k , r
0
k; j1,..., jn
:=
∂ j1+···+ jnuk
∂x
j1
1
· · · ∂x
jn
n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x1=x
0
1
,...,xn=x
0
n
(i, k = 1, . . . ,m = s) . (3)
Then in some neighborhood of the point (x0
1
, . . . , x0n) the PDE system pi = 0 (i = 1, . . . , s) has a
unique analytic solution satisfying the initial conditions

uk = φk(x2, x3, . . . , xn) ,
∂uk
∂x1
= φk; 1(x2, x3, . . . , xn) ,
..........................................
∂nk−1uk
∂x
nk−1
1
= φk; nk−1(x2, x3, . . . , xn) ,
for x1 = x
0
1 , k = 1, . . . ,m , (4)
where all φ are arbitrary analytic functions of their arguments in a neighborhood of the point
(x0
2
, . . . , x0n) such that they take at this point the initial values satisfying (3) and (4).
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Riquier [3], Janet [4] and Thomas [5, 6] developed a framework for generalization of Theo-
rem 1. Riquier introduced a ranking ≻ on partial derivatives (see Section 3, Definition 4), called
Riquier ranking (cf. Definition 5 or [7]). Given a Riquier ranking ≻, a PDE system (1) is ortho-
nomic [3] if each of its equations is solved with respect to the highest ranked partial derivative
occurring in the equation, and hence has the form
pi = 0 , pi := δiuki − Fi , i ∈ {1, . . . , s} , ki ∈ {1, . . . ,m} , (5)
where the highest ranked derivative in pi, i.e. its leader (see Section 3), is written as δiuki with a
differential operator δi. This derivative is called principal and the derivatives occurring in Fi are
called parametric. The orthonomic system (5) is called passive if its differential and algebraic
consequences do not lead to additional constraints on the parametric derivatives. It should be
noted that a PDE system in the Kovalevskaya form (2) is orthonomic and passive for a certain
Riquier ranking [5].
Riquier [3] proved the existence of analytic solutions for orthonomic and passive systems
of PDEs. Janet [4] designed algebraic criteria of passivity for orthonomic systems in terms of
monomials associated with the principal derivatives in accordance to the mapping
∂ j1+···+ jn
∂x
j1
1
· · · ∂x
jn
n
7−→ x
j1
1
· · · x
jn
n . (6)
For k ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m} let Mk be the leading monomial set, the set of monomials associated by (6)
with the principal partial derivatives of uk. The Janet criteria for passivity are based on a certain
partition of variables for each w ∈ Mk:
{x1, . . . , xn} =M(w,Mk) ∪ NM(w,Mk) .
Moreover, for a linear PDE system the algebraic criteria allow to transform it algorithmically
into a passive form.
By using the results of Riquier and Janet, Thomas [5] formulated a Cauchy problem providing
the uniqueness and existence of an analytic solution in terms of the monomials associated with
the parametric derivatives (complementarymonomials). Furthermore, Thomas [6, 8] generalized
the ideas and methods of Riquier-Janet theory [3, 4] to PDE systems of form (1). He showed
that such differential systems can be decomposed into finitely many passive subsystems. In so
doing, each of these subsystems which we call simple differential systems1 has certain triangular
structure and can be solved with respect to its leaders such that the solved system is passive and
orthonomic. It admits [6, 8] posing of a Cauchy problem with initial data generalizing those
in (3), (4) and providing the uniqueness and (for a Riquier ranking) existence of an analytic
solution. Based on the ideas of Janet and Thomas, the foundations of differential algebra were
developed by Ritt [9]. Then Wu [10] (cf. also [11]) further developed the characteristic set
method introduced by Ritt. The first implementation of Thomas decomposition for systems of
algebraic equations and ordinary differential systems was developed by Wang [12, 13].
In our papers [14, 15] (see also the book [16]) the Thomas approach was algorithmized and
implemented in full generality in Maple. It should be emphasized that the Thomas decomposi-
tion is different from two other methods of decomposition into triangular and passive differential
1Thomas in [6] called them passive standard systems.
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subsystems based on Rosenfeld-Gro¨bner [17] and rif [18] algorithms2, respectively. In distinc-
tion to those methods the Thomas decomposition method combines disjointness of the solution
sets of the output subsystems with the decomposition into characterizable differential ideals [19].
These properties are not obtained by a Gro¨bner basis of the initial differential ideal, e.g. the basis
introduced by Mansfield [20]. A related difficult problem is to decide to which prime component
of a radical differential ideal a given solution belongs, where important contributions have been
made, e.g., in [21], [22]. In addition, the strategy for completing differential systems to pas-
sive ones in a Thomas decomposition is based on Janet’s criteria mentioned above. For a more
detailed comparison we refer to [15, Subsect. 4.5].
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we illustrate by an explicit example
of nonlinear PDE systems some features of the differential Thomas decomposition. Basic the-
oretical aspects of simple differential systems are described in Section 3 including underlying
definitions and statements. Section 4 presents a list of commands of the package TDDS, and the
most important ones of them are illustrated by examples in Section 5.
2. Thomas decomposition of nonlinear PDE systems
Among the features of a Thomas decomposition of a system of nonlinear PDEs is the possi-
bility to determine power series solutions of the system around a sufficiently generic point in a
straightforward way, to decide whether another PDE is a consequence of the system, and to solve
differential elimination problems. We illustrate these features with explicit examples.
As a first example we consider the following system of nonlinear PDEs for one unknown
function u(t, x) {
ut − 6 u ux + ux,x,x = 0 ,
u ut,x − ut ux = 0 ,
(7)
which is a combination of the Korteweg-de Vries equation and a Wronskian determinant ex-
pressing that u(t, x) is a product of a function of t and a function of x (cf. also [16, Ex. 2.2.61]).
We would like to determine all power series solutions (around (0, 0))
u(t, x) =
∞∑
j=0
∞∑
k=0
a j,k
t j
j!
xk
k!
, a j,k ∈ C , (8)
of system (7). The idea is to partition the set of unknown coefficients a j,k into two subsets:
Taylor coefficients whose values can be chosen arbitrarily (up to certain genericity assumptions,
cf. below), and Taylor coefficients whose values are determined from the chosen values (as roots
of certain univariate polynomials in general) by substituting (8) into the system of PDEs and
comparing coefficients. However, this procedure requires preparatory symbolic manipulations of
(7) in order to ensure passivity (or formal integrability), i.e. to ensure that comparing coefficients
results in a complete set of conditions for a j,k.
The Thomas decomposition method transforms any given system of polynomially nonlinear
partial differential equations (and/or inequations) into an equivalent finite collection of so-called
simple differential systems. The solution sets of the resulting simple differential systems form
2Implementations of the Rosenfeld-Gro¨bner and rif algorithms have been available as packages in the standard Maple
distribution. The package discussed in this paper has now also been made available in Maple 2018.
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a partition of the solution set of the original PDE system. Moreover, each simple differential
system is formally integrable and allows to solve for the coefficients a j,k in (8) successively.
Different strategies, e.g., concerning the order in which partial derivatives of u(t, x) and the
corresponding Taylor coefficients a j,k are dealt with are possible. More precisely, the left hand
sides of equations (and inequations) can be expressed as univariate polynomials in their highest
ranked partial derivatives with coefficients that are polynomials in lower ranked partial deriva-
tives, which can be recursively represented in the same way. The Thomas decomposition method
depends on a given ranking, i.e., a total order ≻ on the set of all partial derivatives
{
∂ j+ku
∂t j ∂xk
∣∣∣∣∣∣ j, k ∈ Z≥0
}
which respects differentiation, i.e., for all j1, k1, j2, k2, m, n ∈ Z≥0 we have
∂ j1+k1u
∂t j1 ∂xk1
≻
∂ j2+k2u
∂t j2 ∂xk2
=⇒
∂ j1+m+k1+nu
∂t j1+m ∂xk1+n
≻
∂ j2+m+k2+nu
∂t j2+m ∂xk2+n
,
and which does not admit infinitely descending chains, i.e.,
∂ j+ku
∂t j ∂xk
≻ u for all j, k ∈ Z≥0 , j + k > 0 .
For the given example we choose the ranking ≻ which is defined by
∂ j1+k1u
∂t j1 ∂xk1
≻
∂ j2+k2u
∂t j2 ∂xk2
⇐⇒

j1 + k1 > j2 + k2 or
( j1 + k1 = j2 + k2 and ( k1 < k2
or k1 = k2 and j1 < j2 )),
(9)
which is analogous to the degree-reverse lexicographical term ordering used for Gro¨bner basis
computations [23]. More generally, when dealing with n independent variables, the degree-
reverse lexicographical ranking is defined by comparing the total differentiation order and in
case of equality defining the greater derivative to be the one involving least differentiation when
comparing lexicographically from ∂n backwards to ∂1.
Given a system of polynomially nonlinear partial differential equations (and/or inequations)
and a ranking ≻, the Thomas decomposition method computes linear combinations of partial
derivatives of equations so as to eliminate highly ranked partial derivatives as much as possible.
The polynomial reductions which are applied for this purpose assume that the coefficient of the
highest power of the highest ranked derivative in the divisor does not vanish on the solution set
of the system. In general this requires case distinctions. The Thomas decomposition method
splits systems by introducing new equations and the complementary inequations as necessary for
performing reductions and ensuring the equivalence of the resulting decomposition to the original
system. Hence, one may think of the construction of a Thomas decomposition as a binary tree
whose leaves correspond to the resulting simple differential systems.
For system (7) the resulting Thomas decomposition (with respect to ≻) consists of three
simple differential systems: 
ut = 0 ,
ux,x,x − 6 u ux = 0 ,
u , 0 ,
ux,x , 0 ,
(10)
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
ut − 6 u ux = 0 ,
ux,x = 0 ,
u , 0 ,
(11)
{
u = 0 . (12)
In the above systems the highest ranked partial derivatives are underlined (where not obvious).
We conclude that the set of power series solutions (8) of (7) is the disjoint union of the sets of
power series solutions of the simple systems (10), (11), (12). For (10) we can choose the values
of a0,0, a0,1, a0,2 ∈ C subject to the condition that then u(t, x) and its second derivative with
respect to x are not identically zero. Then all other Taylor coefficients are uniquely determined
through the equations in (10):
a j,k = 0 for all j ≥ 1 , k ≥ 0 ,
a0,3+n = 6
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
a0,k a0,n−k+1 for all n ≥ 0 .
For (11) we can choose the values of a0,0, a0,1 ∈ C subject to the condition that then u(t, x) is not
identically zero. Then all other Taylor coefficients are uniquely determined by
a j,k = 0 for all j ≥ 0 , k ≥ 2 ,
a1+m,n = 6
m∑
j=0
n∑
k=0
(
m
j
)(
n
k
)
a j,k am− j,n−k+1
= 61+m (1 + m)! a1−n0,0 a
1+m+n
0,1 for all m ≥ 0 , n ∈ {0, 1} .
3. The theory of simple differential systems
We recall the basic principles of simple differential systems and Thomas decomposition. For
more details, we refer to [16].
We consider partial differential equations of the form p = 0 as well as inequations of the form
q , 0, where p and q are polynomials in unknown functions u1, u2, . . . , um of independent vari-
ables x1, x2, . . . , xn and their partial derivatives. Since the differentiation order of the equations
to be dealt with by the Thomas decomposition method is not precisely known before applying
the method to the given PDE system, the set of all expressions potentially occurring as left hand
sides is the smallest polynomial ring containing all partial derivatives of u1, u2, . . . , um, viz., the
differential polynomial ring
R := Q{u1, . . . , um} := Q[ (uk)J | k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, J ∈ (Z≥0)
n ] ,
where the differential indeterminate uk = (uk)(0,...,0) represents the unknown function uk(x1, . . . , xn)
with the same name and, more generally, (uk)J for the multi-index J = ( j1, j2, . . . , jn) ∈ (Z≥0)
n
represents the partial derivative
∂ j1+ j2+...+ jnuk
∂x
j1
1
∂x
j2
2
. . . ∂x
jn
n
.
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The polynomial ring R is closed under the derivations ∂1, . . . , ∂n acting as
∂i (uk)J := (uk)J+1i , J + 1i := ( j1, . . . , ji−1, ji + 1, ji+1, . . . , jn) ,
with additive extension to R respecting the product rule of differentiation. Hence, ∂i acts as
the partial differential operator ∂/∂xi. The coefficient field Q of rational numbers can also be
replaced with a larger field containingQ admitting n derivations of which then the derivations ∂i
are extensions to R. For example, the coefficient field can be chosen to be the field Q(x1, . . . , xn)
of rational functions in x1, . . . , xn with the usual derivations, if the system to be dealt with consists
of PDEs with rational function coefficients.
Given a system of partial differential equations
p1 = 0 , p2 = 0 , . . . , ps = 0 , (13)
where pi ∈ R, the consequences of (13) obtained by taking linear combinations and derivatives
form a differential ideal of R, viz., a (non-empty) subset of R which is closed under taking linear
combinations of its elements with coefficients in R and under differentiation (i.e., application of
∂1, ∂2, . . . , ∂n). The differential ideal in question is said to be generated by the left hand sides
p1, p2, . . . , ps.
Not every differential ideal of R admits a finite set of generators. However, the differential
ideals corresponding to differential systems in a Thomas decomposition are finitely generated (cf.
Theorems 3 and 8 below), which ensures termination of the decomposition algorithm (cf. [16]).
Differential ideals of this kind arise as follows.
Let p be a differential polynomial in the differential indeterminate u and f be a complex
analytic function of x1, . . . , xn. We write p( f ) for the result of substituting f and its partial
derivatives ∂J f for u and uJ in p, respectively, J ∈ (Z≥0)
n. Similar notation can be introduced
when substituting m analytic functions f1, . . . , fm for m differential indeterminates u1, . . . , um.
Now, (pr)( f ) = (p( f ))r = 0 for some positive integer r implies p( f ) = 0. A differential ideal
of R which contains for each of its elements p also all differential polynomials in R of which a
power is equal to p is said to be radical. The differential ideal of all p ∈ R which vanish under
substitution of any analytic solution of a PDE system is a radical differential ideal. The following
important theorem establishes a one-to-one correspondence between radical differential ideals of
R and solutions sets (with complex analytic functions on suitable domains) of PDE systems
which are defined over R.
Theorem 2 (Nullstellensatz of Ritt-Raudenbush, [9], Sects. II.7–11, IX.27). Let I be the differ-
ential ideal of R generated by the left hand sides p1, p2, . . . , ps of a PDE system. If a differential
polynomial p ∈ R vanishes under substitution of any analytic solution of p1 = 0, . . . , ps = 0,
then some power of p is an element of I.
Radical differential ideals are finitely generated in the following sense.
Theorem 3 (Basis Theorem of Ritt-Raudenbush, [9], Sects. I.12–14). For every radical differ-
ential ideal I of R there exists a finite subset B of I such that I is the smallest radical differential
ideal of R which contains B.
Each differential system in a Thomas decomposition corresponds to a radical differential ideal
(cf. Theorem 8 below). The notions of simple differential system and Thomas decomposition
require a choice of a total ordering on the symbols representing the unknown functions and their
partial derivatives.
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Definition 4. A ranking ≻ on R is a total ordering on
Θu := { (uk)J | k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, J ∈ (Z≥0)
n }
such that the following two conditions are satisfied, which express that derivatives of an un-
known function are ranked higher than the unknown function itself and that ≻ is compatible with
applying derivations.
1. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} we have ∂i uk ≻ uk.
2. For all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, k, l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, K, L ∈ (Z≥0)
n, the implication (uk)K ≻ (ul)L ⇒
∂i (uk)K ≻ ∂i (ul)L holds.
Examples of rankings were given in Section 2. Of special interest to us are Riquier rankings.
Definition 5. We define a Riquier ranking to be a ranking ≻ such that
∀ δ1, δ2 ∈ Θ :=

∂ j1+···+ jn
∂x
j1
1
· · · ∂x
jn
n
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ j1, . . . , jn ∈ Z≥0

we have δ1u ≻ δ2u if the total differentiation order in δ1u is greater than the one in δ2u for any
dependent variable u, and the following condition holds for all dependent variables v, w:
δ1v ≻ δ2v =⇒ δ1w ≻ δ2w .
Assume that a ranking ≻ on R has been chosen. Then every non-constant polynomial p ∈ R
involves a symbol (uk)J which is maximal with respect to ≻. It is referred to as the leader ld(p)
of p. The differential polynomial p can be represented recursively as a polynomial in ld(p) with
coefficients which are polynomials in their leaders, etc. The coefficient of the highest power of
ld(p) in p is called initial of p and denoted by init(p). The formal derivative of p with respect to
ld(p) is called the separant of p and denoted by sep(p).
A reduction process for differential polynomials can now be introduced as follows. Let p1
and p2 be non-constant differential polynomials in R. In case ld(p1) = ld(p2) we consider the
degrees d1 and d2 of p1 and p2 in v := ld(p1), respectively. If d1 ≥ d2, then
init(p2) p1 − init(p1) v
d1−d2 p2
is either constant, or has a leader which is ranked lower than v, or has the same leader, but has
smaller degree in ld(p1) than p1. If d1 < d2, no reduction of p1 modulo p2 is possible. If
ld(p1) , ld(p2), but there exists J ∈ (Z≥0)
n such that v := ld(p1) = ∂
J ld(p2), then
sep(p2) p1 − init(p1) v
d1−1 ∂J p2
is either constant or has a leader which is ranked lower than v (because ∂J p2 has degree one in
v.) If no J ∈ (Z≥0)
n exists such that ld(p1) = ∂
J ld(p2), then no reduction of p1 modulo p2 is
possible.
This reduction process can be adapted so as to eliminate any occurrence (in sufficiently high
degree) of symbols (uk)J which are leaders or derivatives of leaders of p1, . . . , ps ∈ R in a given
differential polynomial p ∈ R. We say that p ∈ R reduces to zero modulo p1, . . . , ps ∈ R and
their derivatives if p can be reduced to the zero polynomial in this way.
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Definition 6. A system of partial differential equations and inequations
p1 = 0 , . . . , ps = 0 , q1 , 0 , . . . , qt , 0 , (s, t ∈ Z≥0) (14)
where p1, . . . , ps, q1, . . . , qt are non-constant differential polynomials in R, is said to be simple
(with respect to ≻) if the following conditions are satisfied.
1. The leaders of p1, p2, . . . , ps, q1, q2, . . . , qt are pairwise different.
2. Let v1 ≻ v2 ≻ . . . ≻ vk be the elements of Θu which effectively occur in the differential
polynomials p1, . . . , ps, q1, . . . , qt. We consider (14) as a system of polynomial equations
and inequations in v1, v2, . . . , vk. If r ∈ {p1, . . . , ps, q1, . . . , qt} has leader vℓ, thus is a poly-
nomial r(vℓ, vℓ+1, . . . , vk), then we require that for every solution (a1, a2, . . . , ak) ∈ C
k of
(14) the polynomial r(vℓ, aℓ+1, aℓ+2, . . . , ak) has the same degree in vℓ as r(vℓ, vℓ+1, . . . , vk)
and has no multiple roots. (Equivalently, the initial of r and the discriminant of r with
respect to vℓ do not vanish on the solution set of (14) in C
k.)
3. The differential consequences of p1 = 0, p2 = 0, . . . , ps = 0 contain all integrability
conditions of this PDE system, i.e., the cross-derivative of each pair of distinct equations
whose leaders involve the same unknown function reduces to zero modulo p1, . . . , ps and
their derivatives (passivity or formal integrability).
4. No reduction of q1, q2, . . . , qt is possible modulo p1, p2, . . . , ps and their derivatives.
Definition 7. Let S be a system of partial differential equations and inequations, defined over
R. A Thomas decomposition of S (with respect to ≻) is a finite collection of simple differential
systems S 1, . . . , S r, defined over R, such that the solution sets of S 1, . . . , S r form a partition of
the solution set of S , i.e., the solution set of S is the disjoint union of the solution sets of S 1, . . . ,
S r.
One should note that a Thomas decomposition of a differential system S is not uniquely
determined in general.
The method outlined above allows to compute a Thomas decomposition for any differential
system S as considered above, with respect to any ranking ≻, in finitely many steps [15], [16].
Case distinctions are necessary in general to ensure that initials and discriminants do not vanish
on the solution set. Such a splitting into cases is performed by introducing the equation or
inequation stating that the initial or discriminant vanishes or does not vanish, respectively. Hence,
by construction, the simple differential systems in the resulting Thomas decomposition have
disjoint solution sets.
The relevance of simple differential systems and the decomposition of a general differential
system into simple differential systems is explained by the following theorem.
Theorem 8 ([16], Prop. 2.2.50). Let a simple differential system S be given by
p1 = 0 , . . . , ps = 0 , q1 , 0 , . . . , qt , 0 , (s, t ∈ Z≥0) (15)
where p1, . . . , ps, q1, . . . , qt ∈ R. Let E be the differential ideal of R which is generated by p1,
p2, . . . , ps. Moreover, let q ∈ R be the product of the initials and separants of p1, p2, . . . , ps.
Then the differential ideal
E : q∞ := { p ∈ R | qr p ∈ E for some r ∈ Z≥0 }
is equal to the set of differential polynomials in R which vanish under substitution of any analytic
solution of S . In particular, it is a radical differential ideal (and is therefore finitely generated
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in the sense of Theorem 3). A differential polynomial p is an element of E : q∞ if and only if p
reduces to zero modulo p1, . . . , ps and their derivatives.
Note that while the solution sets of the simple differential systems S 1, . . . , S r in a Thomas
decomposition are disjoint, the solution sets of the vanishing ideals E1 : (q1)
∞, . . . , Er : (qr)
∞
corresponding to S 1, . . . , S r as considered in Theorem 8 are in general not disjoint (cf. also the
Nullstellensatz, Theorem 2).
Remark 9. Let S be a simple differential system as in Theorem 8. For each k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
let ∂Jk,1 , ∂Jk,2 , . . . , ∂Jk,nk , where Jk,i ∈ (Z≥0)
n, nk ∈ Z≥0, be the differential operators such that
∂Jk,i uk = ld(p ji) for some ji ∈ {1, . . . , s}. Due to the characterization of the vanishing ideal given
by Theorem 8, the set of principal derivatives
P :=
m⋃
k=1
nk⋃
i=1
{ ∂J ∂Jk,i uk | J ∈ (Z≥0)
n }
consists of those elements v ∈ Θu for which there exists an equation with leader v that is a con-
sequence of S . We refer to the elements of the complementΘu \P as the parametric derivatives.
Note that ld(q j) ∈ Θu \ P for all j = 1, . . . , t because of conditions 1 and 4 of Definition 6.
The differential Thomas decomposition is an appropriate tool to study and construct formal
and convergent power series solutions (cf. [24, §1.4]).
For a formal statement, we need two, generically satisfied, regularity assumptions. Let S be a
simple differential system as in Theorem 8 over a coefficient field of meromorphic functions in n
complex variables x1, . . . , xn. We call x
0 = (x0
1
, . . . , x0n) ∈ C
n a regular point of S if all coefficients
of pi and q j are holomorphic and no init(pi), sep(pi), q j vanishes at x
0 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ s, 1 ≤ j ≤ t.
Consider formal power series f = ( f1, . . . , fm) given by
fk :=
∑
J∈(Z≥0)n
ck,J
(x1 − x
0
1
)J1
J1!
. . .
(xn − x
0
n)
Jn
Jn!
around a regular point x0 of S . We call any assignment ck,J ∈ C where ∂
Juk are the parametric
derivatives with q j( f1, . . . , fm)(x
0
1
, . . . , x0n) , 0 for j = 1, . . . , t a regular initial condition of S at
the point x0.
Theorem 10. Let S be a simple differential system and x0 a regular point of S . Any regular
initial condition of S at x0 completes to a formal power series solution of S around x0. For each
such regular initial condition there are exactly as many completions as the product of the degrees
of the equations of S in their leaders. In particular, if all equations in S are quasilinear, then
there exists a unique such completion.
There may exist additional formal power series solutions that stem from non-regular initial
conditions (cf. [24, §1.4], [25, Ex. 4.8, Ex. 4.9]).
By the results of Riquier [3], this theorem holds for convergent power series solutions and,
hence, generalizes Theorem 1 of Cauchy and Kovalevskaya (cf. also [5], [26], [27], [28]). We
call a regular initial condition of S at x0 C-regular, if all fk are (locally) convergent when setting
all ck,J to zero for all principal derivatives ∂
Juk.
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Corollary 11. Let S be a simple differential system w.r.t. a Riquier ranking and x0 a regular
point of S . If in Theorem 10 the regular initial condition is C-regular, then any completion to a
formal power series solution is also (locally) convergent.
A ranking ≻ on R = Q{u1, . . . , um} is called an elimination ranking with blocks B1, B2, . . . ,
Br if B1 ∪ B2 ∪ . . . ∪ Br is a partition of the set {u1, . . . , um} and we have
∂Kui ≻ ∂
Lu j , K, L ∈ (Z≥0)
n ,
whenever ui ∈ Bk and u j ∈ Bl with k < l.
By computing a Thomas decomposition with respect to an elimination ranking one may find
all consequences of a differential system involving only differential indeterminates which are in
lower ranked blocks. More precisely, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 12 ([16], Prop. 3.1.36). Let S be a simple differential system with respect to an elim-
ination ranking ≻ with blocks B1, B2, . . . , Br. Let E and q be defined as in Theorem 8, and for
all i ∈ {1, . . . , r} let Ei be the differential ideal of Q{ u j | u j ∈ B1 ∪ B2 ∪ . . . ∪ Bi } which is gen-
erated by the left hand sides of the equations in S which only involve differential indeterminates
in B1 ∪ B2 ∪ . . . ∪ Bi, and let qi be the product of the initials and separants of these differential
polynomials. Then for every i ∈ {1, . . . , r} we have
(E : q∞) ∩Q{ u j | u j ∈ B1 ∪ B2 ∪ . . . ∪ Bi } = Ei : q
∞
i .
4. Package commands
The ranking, the total order on the set of differential indeterminates, is globally determined
by the command ComputeRanking(ivar,dvar). Here, ivar is list of (lists of) independent
variables, and dvar is a list of (lists of) unknown functions. The unknown functions can be
grouped in lists to use a block elimination ranking, e.g. dvar=[[u1],[u2,u3]] represents u1
and all its derivatives being bigger than u2 or u3 or any of their derivatives. In case two unknown
functions are equally big, we can order their derivatives by grouping the independent variables
in lists, e.g. ivar=[[x],[y,z]]means that a differential indeterminate ranks higher if its order
w.r.t. x is bigger; in case of a tie the oder in y and z is considered. If no additional grouping is
done, the degree-reverse lexicographical ranking (cf. (9)) is chosen.
For the remainder of this section, we assume the following ranking.
ComputeRanking([x,y], [u,v]);
Derivatives of the unknown functions are encoded by indexing them with the order vector as
index, e.g. u[2, 1] ≡ ux,x,y ≡
∂3
∂x2∂y
u(x, y). The coefficients can be any valid Maple expressions. In
particular, functions in the independent variables are correctly differentiated. Conversion from
and to the diff notation of Maple works via Diff2JetList and JetList2Diff.
p := Diff2JetList(u(x,y)+v(x,y)*diff(u(x,y),x,x,y));
p := v0,0u2,1 + u0,0
JetList2Diff(p);
u(x, y) + v(x, y)
(
∂3
∂x2∂y
u(x, y)
)
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We can compute (partial) derivatives, initial, leader, and separant of a differential polynomial.
PartialDerivative(p, x, y);
u2,1v1,1 + u2,2v1,0 + u3,1v0,1 + u3,2v0,0 + u1,1
Leader(p);
u2,1
Initial(p);
v0,0
Separant(p);
v0,0
The command DifferentialThomasDecomposition computes a Thomas decomposition. Its
first parameter is a list of (left hand sides of) differential equations and its second parameter is a
list of (left hand sides of) differential inequations. It returns a Thomas decomposition as a list of
differential systems.
res := DifferentialThomasDecomposition([p], []);
res := [DifferentialSystem,DifferentialSystem]
The commands DifferentialSystemEquations resp. DifferentialSystemInequations
resp. PrettyPrintDifferentialSystem extract equations resp. inequations resp. both from
a given differential system.
PrettyPrintDifferentialSystem(res[1]);
[
(
∂3
∂x2 ∂y
u(x, y)
)
v(x, y) + u(x, y) = 0, v(x, y) , 0 ]
PrettyPrintDifferentialSystem(res[2]);
[ u(x, y) = 0, v(x, y) = 0 ]
A differential system can be passed to the differential equation solvers of Maple via MyPDSolve.
map(MyPDSolve, res);
[ {u(x, y) = 0, v(x, y) = v(x, y)} ,
{
u(x, y) = u(x, y), v(x, y) = −
u(x,y)
∂3
∂y∂x2
u(x,y)
}
,
{u(x, y) = 0, v(x, y) = 0} ]
The command IntersectDecompositions computes the intersection of two lists of disjoint
systems.
IntersectDecompositions(res,
DifferentialThomasDecomposition([u[0,0]-v[0,0]], []));
[DifferentialSystem,DifferentialSystem]
PrettyPrintDifferentialSystem(%);
[ [ u(x, y) − v(x, y) = 0, ∂
3
∂y∂x2
v(x, y) + 1 = 0, v(x, y) , 0 ],
[ u(x, y) = 0, v (x, y) = 0 ] ]
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Both DifferentialSystemReduce and DifferentialSystemNormalForm bring (list of)
differential equation(s) in a reduced form w.r.t. (list of) differential system(s). This reduced form
is zero iff the differential equation is a consequence of the system. The output is a (list of (lists
of)) differential equation(s), as each differential equation is treated with each differential system.
DifferentialSystemReduce applies a differential reduction, hence the resulting differential
equation is equivalent to the input differential equation up to a factor, which is implied to be
non-zero by the system. DifferentialSystemNormalForm additionally divides by this factor
to have an equivalent differential equation, at the cost of denominators.
DifferentialSystemReduce(
[PartialDerivative(p,x),PartialDerivative(p,y),u[1,1]],
res);
[ [0, 0], [0, 0], [u1,1, 0] ]
The dimension polynomial DifferentialSystemDimensionPolynomial is a univariate poly-
nomial function [29]. When evaluated on any high enough order, it yields the number of gener-
ically freely choosable power series coefficients of a solution of a simple differential system up
to that order. It is a numerical polynomial and, hence, can uniquely be represented as a linear
combination of the binomial coefficients C i
s+i
for 0 ≤ i ≤ n with positive interger coefficients by
DifferentialSystemDimensionPolynomialCanonicalBase.
DifferentialSystemDimensionPolynomial(res[1]);
1
2
s2 + 9
2
s + 1
DifferentialSystemDimensionPolynomialCanonicalBase(res[1]);(
2+s
s
)
+ 3s
The command PowerSeriesSolution allows to compute the set of generic power series solu-
tions up to a given order around a given point.
PowerSeriesSolution(res[1], 2, [a,b]);
[u0,0 + u1,0 (x − a) + u0,1 (y − b) , v0,0 + v1,0 (x − a) + v0,1 (y − b)]
5. Examples
Example 13 (Consistency check). This example illustrates the verification of consistency for
differential systems. We consider the following systems of PDEs for one unknown function
u(x, y) of the two independent variables x, y:
uxuy + ux + 1 = 0 , uux,x − ux − u
2
y + au = 0 , a ∈ R .
We would like to detect all values of the parameter ’a’ for which the PDE system is consistent.
In order to determine these values, we treat parameter ’a’ as a function of x, y whose partial
derivatives are identically zero.
with(DifferentialThomas):
ComputeRanking([x,y], [[u],[a]]):
DS := [u[1,0]*u[0,1]+u[1,0]+1,u[0,0]*u[2,0]-u[1,0]-u[0,1]^2+
a[0,0]*u[0,0],a[1,0],a[0,1]]:
13
TD := DifferentialThomasDecomposition([DS, []);
TD := [DifferentialSystem]
PrettyPrintDifferentialSystem(TD[1]);
[
(
∂
∂x
u(x, y)
)3
+
(
∂
∂x
u(x, y)
)2
+ 2
(
∂
∂x
u(x, y)
)
+ 1 = 0,
(
∂
∂y
u(x, y)
) (
∂
∂x
u(x, y)
)
+
(
∂
∂x
u(x, y)
)
+ 1 = 0, a(x, y) = 0, u(x, y) , 0 ]
Thus, the differential system under consideration is consistent if and only if a = 0. Since every
simple system has a solution [6, 15, 16], a PDE system is consistent if and only if its Thomas
decomposition is nonempty.
Example 14. As a second example we consider the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompress-
ible flow of a constant viscosity fluid:
{
ut + (u · ∇) u + ∇p − µ∆u = 0 ,
∇ · u = 0 ,
(16)
where u = (u, v,w) is the velocity vector, p the pressure, and µ = 1/Re for the Reynolds number
Re. In Cartesian coordinates x, y, z of R3 we have, equivalently,

ut + u ux + v uy + wuz + px − µ (ux,x + uy,y + uz,z) = 0 ,
vt + u vx + v vy + wvz + py − µ (vx,x + vy,y + vz,z) = 0 ,
wt + uwx + v wy + wwz + pz − µ (wx,x + wy,y + wz,z) = 0 ,
ux + vy + wz = 0 .
(17)
We would like to verify algorithmically the well known fact that the Poisson pressure equation
∆p + ∇ · ((u · ∇) u) = 0 (18)
is a consequence of the Navier-Stokes equations (16).
We choose the degree-reverse lexicographical ranking ≻ on the set of partial derivatives
{
∂i+ j+k+l f
∂ti ∂x j ∂yk ∂zl
∣∣∣∣∣∣ f ∈ {u, v,w, p}, i, j, k, l ∈ Z≥0
}
which first compares the differential operators and in case of equality compares the unknown
functions to which the differential operators are applied according to u ≻ v ≻ w ≻ p. For
system (17) the resulting Thomas decomposition (with respect to ≻) consists of only one simple
differential system:

ux + vy + wz = 0 ,
µ vx,x + µ vy,y + µ vz,z − uvx − vvy − wvz − py − vt = 0 ,
µ uy,y + µ uz,z − µ vx,y − µwx,z + uvy + uwz − vuy − wuz − px − ut = 0 ,
µwx,x + µwy,y + µwz,z − uwx − vwy − wwz − pz − wt = 0 ,
px,x + py,y + pz,z + 2 uyvx + 2 uzwx + 2 v
2
y + 2 vywz + 2 vzwy + 2w
2
z = 0 ,
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where some reductions have been performed on the first equation in (17) to yield the second
equation in the obtained simple system. The last equation was obtained as
∂
∂x
A1 +
∂
∂y
A2 +
∂
∂z
A3 +
[
v∆ −
∂
∂t
− u
∂
∂x
− v
∂
∂y
− w
∂
∂z
+ 2 vy + 2wz
]
A4 ,
where A1, A2, A3, A4 are the left hand sides of the equations in (17) and ∆ is the Laplace operator.
In fact, modulo the other equations in the system, the last equation is equivalent to the Poisson
pressure equation (18).
The above simple system of the Thomas decomposition allows to enumerate the Taylor co-
efficients of u(t, x, y, z), v(t, x, y, z), w(t, x, y, z), p(t, x, y, z) whose values can be chosen arbitrarily
to obtain a power series solution of (16). These correspond to the partial derivatives of u, v, w,
p which are not highest ranked derivatives in any differential equation among the consequences
of the simple system. For u(t, x, y, z) this enumeration is obtained from the non-zero terms of the
formal power series expansion of
1
(1 − ∂t) (1 − ∂y) (1 − ∂z)
,
where ∂t = ∂/∂t, ∂y = ∂/∂y, ∂z = ∂/∂z. In other words, an arbitrary analytic function of t, y,
z can be prescribed in terms of boundary conditions to determine u(t, x, y, z). For v(t, x, y, z) the
enumeration is given by
1
(1 − ∂t) (1 − ∂y) (1 − ∂z)
+
∂x
(1 − ∂t) (1 − ∂z)
and for w(t, x, y, z) and for p(t, x, y, z) by
1
(1 − ∂t) (1 − ∂y) (1 − ∂z)
+
∂x
(1 − ∂t) (1 − ∂y) (1 − ∂z)
.
Hence, extending the Cauchy-Kovaleskaya Theorem 1 we may pose the Cauchy problem for the
Navier-Stokes equations (16) around an arbitrary point (t0, x0, y0, z0) as follows:

u(t, x0, y, z) = f1(t, y, z) ,
v(t, x0, y, z) = f2(t, y, z) ,
∂v
∂x
(t, x0, y0, z) = f3(t, z) ,
w(t, x0, y, z) = f4(t, y, z) ,
∂w
∂x
(t, x0, y, z) = f5(t, y, z) ,
p(t, x0, y, z) = f6(t, y, z) ,
∂p
∂x
(t, x0, y, z) = f7(t, y, z) ,
where f1, f2, . . . , f7 are arbitrary functions of their arguments which are analytic around the point
(t0, x0, y0, z0). The arbitrariness of analytic solutions to (16) is determined by f1, f2, . . . , f7.
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Example 15. We demonstrate how to study the classical Cole-Hopf transformation by using the
differential Thomas decomposition (cf. also [15, Ex. 3.8]). The claim is that for every non-zero
analytic solution η(t, x) of the heat equation
ut + ux,x = 0 (19)
the function
ζ(t, x) :=
ηx(t, x)
η(t, x)
(20)
is a solution of Burgers’ equation
ut + ux,x + 2 u ux = 0 . (21)
We define a ranking ≻ on the ring of differential polynomials in η and ζ such that any partial
derivative of η is ranked higher with respect to ≻ than any partial derivative of ζ. According
to Theorem 12 this allows determining all differential equations which are satisfied by ζ from a
Thomas decomposition with respect to ≻.
with(DifferentialThomas):
ComputeRanking([t,x], [[eta],[zeta]]):
We define the differential system which combines (19) and (20).
CH := [eta[1,0]+eta[0,2], eta[0,0]*zeta[0,0]-eta[0,1]];
CH := [ η1,0 + η0,2, η0,0 ζ0,0 − η0,1 ]
We also include the assumption η , 0 as an inequation.
TD := DifferentialThomasDecomposition(CH, [eta[0,0]]);
TD := [DifferentialSystem]
PrettyPrintDifferentialSystem(TD[1]);
[
∂
∂t
η(t, x) + (ζ(t, x))2 η(t, x) +
(
∂
∂x
ζ(t, x)
)
η(t, x) = 0,
∂
∂x
η(t, x) − ζ(t, x) η(t, x) = 0,
∂2
∂x2
ζ(t, x) +
∂
∂t
ζ(t, x) + 2 ζ(t, x)
∂
∂x
ζ(t, x) = 0, η(t, x) , 0 ]
The simple system of the resulting Thomas decomposition allows to read off that ζ as defined by
(20) is a solution of (21) if η is a solution of (19), which proves the original claim. Conversely,
since the above simple differential system is consistent with the heat equation (19) for η by
construction, we conclude that for any solution ζ of (21) there exists a solution η of (19) such
that the Cole-Hopf transformation of η is ζ.
Example 16 (Detection of hidden constraints for the system with singular Lagrangian). We
apply the differential Thomas decomposition to compute the hidden Lagrangian constraints for
the problem taken from [30, Ex. 6.3], [31, Eq. (8.1)]. The model Lagrangian reads
L = q22 (q1)
2
t + q
2
1 (q2)
2
t + 2 q1 q2 (q1)t (q2)t + q
2
1 + q
2
2.
We define L and the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations in Maple:
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L := q2[0]^2*q1[1]^2+q1[0]^2*q2[1]^2+2*q1[0]*q2[0]*q1[1]*q2[1]
+q1[0]^2+q2[0]^2;
EL := map(a->PartialDerivative(diff(L, a[1]), t)-diff(L, a[0]), dvar);
L := q10
2q21
2 + 2 q10q11q20q21 + q11
2q20
2 + q10
2 + q20
2
EL := [ 2 q10q20q22 + 4 q11q20q21 + 2 q12q20
2 − 2 q10,
2 q10
2q22 + 4 q10q11q21 + 2 q10q12q20 − 2 q20 ]
with(DifferentialThomas):
ivar := [t]: dvar := [q1,q2]:
We choose the ranking which compares the differentiation order of partial derivatives first and in
case of equality gives priority to q1 over q2.
ComputeRanking(ivar, dvar);
TD := DifferentialThomasDecomposition(EL, []);
TD := [DifferentialSystem,DifferentialSystem,DifferentialSystem]
PrettyPrintDifferentialSystem(TD[1]);
[ q1(t) + q2(t) = 0, 2 q2(t)
(
d2
dt2
q2(t)
)
+ 2
(
d
dt
q2(t)
)2
− 1 = 0, q2(t) , 0 ]
The first expression q1(t) + q2(t) = 0 is a new constraint in the simple system TD[1].
PrettyPrintDifferentialSystem(TD[2]);
[q1(t) − q2(t) = 0, 2 q2(t)
(
d2
dt2
q2(t)
)
+ 2
(
d
dt
q2(t)
)2
− 1 = 0, q2(t) , 0 ]
The first expression q1(t) − q2(t) = 0 is a new constraint in the simple system TD[2].
PrettyPrintDifferentialSystem(TD[3]);
[ q1(t) = 0, q2(t) = 0 ]
These constraints are complementary to the first two constraints.
Example 17. The Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equations describe a unit magnetization vector
m :=

u(t)
v(t)
w(t)

m := <u[0],v[0],w[0]>:
with three dependent variables u, v, andw as entries. By computing a Thomas decomposition,
we reproduce in an automatedway results from [32]. We assume a constant externalmagnetic
field
h_eff := <0,0,h3-lambda*m[3]>:
in the direction of the w-axis, a self interaction of the magnetic vector in the same direction
for λ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}, and we assume an additional spin torque term
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j := <0,0,j3>:
aligned in direction to the w-axis, hence counteracting the damping.
Under these assumptions the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equations are given by the equations
(
α2 + 1
)
mt = αm × (m × heff ) − αm × j − m × heff − m × (m × j)
LLG := (alpha^2+1)*<u[1],v[1],w[1]>
-alpha*CrossProduct(m,CrossProduct(m,h_eff))
+alpha*CrossProduct(m,j)
+CrossProduct(m,h_eff)
+CrossProduct(m,CrossProduct(m,j)):
where α is a positive real number indicating the strength of the damping.
The alignedness assumption implies symmetry w.r.t. rotations around the w-axis. Hence, all
periodic solutions must be parallel to the equator, which implies d
dt
w(t) = 0. We furthermore
encode the unit length of the magnetization vector and model the parameters by differential
indeterminates with derivative zero.
LLG := [op(convert(LLG,list)),w[1],Diff2JetList(u(t)^2+v(t)^2+w(t)^2-1),
alpha[1],j3[1],h3[1],lambda[1]]:
We use the inequation α , 0 to model 0 < α. To remove superfluous complex solutions, add
the inequation α2 + 1 , 0. Furthermore, assume that the external field and the spin torque are
non-degenerate, i.e., that h3 and j3 are non-zero.
ineq := [alpha[0],alpha[0]^2+1,h3[0],j3[0]]:
A Thomas decomposition of this system consists of 24 simple systems:
ComputeRanking([t],[u,v,w,alpha,j3,h3,lambda]);
res := DifferentialThomasDecomposition(LLG,ineq):
nops(res);
24
However, many of these systems contain only non-real (complex) solutions. Remove the systems
that imply one of the following four pairs of constraints:
u(t)2 + v(t)2 = 0 , v(t)
j23 + (h3 − λ)
2 = 0 , h3 − λ
j23 + (h3 + λ)
2 = 0 , h3 + λ
j23 + 4λ
2 = 0 , λ
l := [[u[0]^2+v[0]^2,v[0]],
[j3[0]^2+(h3[0]-lambda[0])^2,h3[0]-lambda[0]],
[j3[0]^2+(h3[0]+lambda[0])^2,h3[0]+lambda[0]],
[j3[0]^2+4*lambda[0]^2,lambda[0]]]:
for c in l do
res := remove(a->DifferentialSystemReduce(a,c[1])=0
and c[2] in DifferentialSystemInequations(a), res):
od:
nops(res);
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6The first system describes the generic case. It results from incorporating some inequations
and transforming the equations. Hence, the generically correct information can be read off this
system. First we observe the equation
PrettyPrintDifferentialSystem(res[1])[3];
GenericEquation := Diff2JetList(lhs(%)):
−α (t) λ (t)w (t) + α (t) h3 (t) − j3 (t) = 0
This equation holds whenenever w(t) is not the constant function 1 or −1:
map(b->DifferentialSystemReduce(b,w),
select(a->0<>DifferentialSystemReduce(a,GenericEquation),res));
[−1, 1]
We describe the real solutions
with(RealDomain):
of the first system and make some assumptions about signs of trigonometric functions to get a
simplified form. Making the opposite assumption only changes signs in the solution set.
sol := MyPDSolve(res[1]):
l := [subs(sol,alpha(t))=alpha,subs(sol,lambda(t))=lambda,
subs(sol,j3(t))=j3,subs(sol,h3(t))=h3]:
u(t)=simplify(factor(subs(l,subs(sol,u(t)))),trig) assuming alpha>0:
simplify(%) assuming cos(j3*signum(lambda)*(-t+_C5)/alpha)>0:
subs([-j3+alpha*h3+alpha*lambda=c1,-j3+alpha*h3-alpha*lambda=c2],%):
simplify(subs([c2=c3/c1],%)):
subs(c3=(-j3+alpha*h3+alpha*lambda)*(-j3+alpha*h3-alpha*lambda),%):
subs(signum(lambda)=lambda,%);
u(t) = −
((h3 − λ) · α − j3)((h3 + λ) · α − j3) cos
(
j3λ( C5−t)
α
)
α|λ|
√
−((h3 − λ) · α − j3)((h3 + λ) · α − j3)
v(t)=simplify(factor(subs(l,subs(sol,v(t)))),trig) assuming alpha>0:
simplify(%) assuming cos(j3*signum(lambda)*(-t+_C5)/alpha)>0:
subs(signum(lambda)=lambda,%);
v(t) = −
√
−((h3 − λ) · α − j3)((h3 + λ) · α − j3) sin
(
j3 λ ( C5 − t)
α
)
(α · λ)−1
w(t)=subs(l,subs(sol,w(t)));
w(t) =
αh3 − j3
αλ
In this case u and v are phase shifted, and the angular velocity is ±
j3
α
, as λ ∈ {−1, 0, 1}. The
solutions are real if and only if
factor(subs([j3=j3_divided_by_alpha*alpha,lambda=1],
-(-j3+alpha*h3-alpha*lambda)*(-j3+alpha*h3+alpha*lambda)))>0:
solve(subs(alpha=1,%),j3_divided_by_alpha) for j3_divided_by_alpha>0:
subs(j3_divided_by_alpha=j3/alpha,%);
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{
j3
α
< h3 + 1, h3 − 1 <
j3
α
}
holds. (This last computation yields the same results for λ = −1.)
The solutions in the second, third, resp. fourth system are the same, with the additional
constraints h3 = λ, h3 = −λ, resp. λ = 0. The last two systems contain the constant solution at
the south pole and north pole.
6. Conclusion
In this paper we presented an overview of the differential Thomas decomposition method
and of an implemention in Maple. (Systems of) differential equations of polynomial type arise
everywhere in physics. The differential Thomas decomposition provides a universal algorithmic
tool for investigating their algebraic properties and for constructing solutions by splitting the
original equation(s) into a finite set of differential subsystems with disjoint solution sets. These
new systems have additional algebraic properties, e.g. a triangular structure, the absence of mul-
tiple solutions, they disclose hidden constraints, they generate explicit conditions on parameters,
and they detecte the arbitrariness in analytic solutions. The Thomas decomposition is applicable
both to a single polynomially nonlinear differential equation and to a system of such equations.
Moreover, one can also add inequation(s), which removes unwanted solutions.
We illustrated these properties of the output of differential Thomas decomposition by a num-
ber of examples (Section 5). All these examples, except the first one, arise in the context of
mathematical physics.
It should be noted that for an input nonlinear differential system with several independent and
dependent variables, especially with a high degree of nonlinearity, the intermediate computations
can be very tedious and/or require a large amount of computer memory. More often than not,
this happens when an elimination ranking is used.
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